
More than 80 classic titles directed by Maestros such as Ettore Scola, Nanni Moretti, 
André Téchiné, Dino Risi, Dario Argento and starring renowned actors like

Vittorio Gassman, Marcello Mastroianni, Emmanuelle Beart, Nino Manfredi,
Philippe Noiret and Isabelle Huppert.

award winning films
C’ERAVAMO TANTO AMATI (We All Loved Each Other So Much) Ettore Scola HD

LA TERRAZZA (The Terrace) Ettore Scola HD

I NUOVI MOSTRI (Viva Italia!) Mario Monicelli, Dino Risi, Ettore Scola HD

PROFUMO DI DONNA (Scent Of A Woman) Dino Risi HD

LA MESSA È FINITA (Mass Is Ended) Nanni Moretti HD

BIANCA Nanni Moretti HD

STORIA DI PIERA (Piera’s Story) Marco Ferreri

L’AMORE MOLESTO (Molested Love) Mario Martone

CERCASI GESÙ (Looking for Jesus) Luigi Comencini HD

VOLTATI EUGENIO (Eugenio) Luigi Comencini HD

VA’ DOVE TI PORTA IL CUORE (Follow Your Heart) Cristina Comencini HD

maestros
SUSPIRIA Dario Argento HD

TWO EVIL EYES (Due Occhi Diabolici) Dario Argento and George Romero HD

LE CINqUE GIORNATE Dario Argento

SCHERZO DEL DESTINO IN AGGUATO DIETRO L’ANGOLO COME UN 
BRIGANTE DA STRADA Lina Wertmüller

J’EMBRASSE PAS (I Don’t Kiss) André Téchiné

LA VISIONE DEL SABBA (The Sabbath) Marco Bellocchio

LA RAGAZZA DI TRIESTE (The Girl From Trieste) Pasquale Festa Campanile

IL BANCHETTO DI PLATONE  (The Banquet) Marco Ferreri

COME SONO BUONI I BIANCHI (How Good The Withes Are) Marco Ferreri

IL FUTURO È DONNA (The Future Is Woman) Marco Ferreri

ZOOM SU FELLINI Gianfranco Angelucci

italian comedies
ECCO NOI PER ESEMPIO Sergio Corbucci

qUESTO E qUELLO (This and That) Sergio Corbucci HD



western & adventure
ODIO PER ODIO Domenico Paolella HD

PANAMA SUGAR Marcello Avallone HD

soft erotics & sexy comedies
COSÌ FAN TUTTE (All Ladies Do It) Tinto Brass

LA BONNE (The Corruption) Salvatore Samperi HD

LA PATATA BOLLENTE (Hot Potato) Steno HD

LOVE DREAM (Priceless Beauty) Charles Finch

PER AMARE OFELIA (To Love Ophelia) Flavio Mogherini HD

PROFUMO (Bizarre) Giuliana Gamba HD

DESIDERIA - LA VITA INTERIORE (Desire, The Interior Life) Gianni Barcelloni

DIFENDIMI DALLA NOTTE Claudio Fragasso

W LA FOCA Nando Cicero

ALLA RICERCA DEL PIACERE Silvio Amadio HD

MONDO PORNO OGGI Giorgio Mariuzzo (aka George McRoots)

LA RIVOLUZIONE SESSUALE Riccardo Ghione

LA STAGIONE DEI SENSI Massimo Franciosa

PROSTITUTA AL SERVIZIO DEL PUBBLICO ED IN REGOLA CON LE LEGGI 
DELLO STATO Italo Zingarelli

italian poliziottesco & thrillers
COLPI DI LUCE (Light Blast) Enzo G. Castellari

GIALLO NAPOLETANO (Neapolitan Mystery) Sergio Corbucci

UNA SPINA NEL CUORE (A Thorn In The Heart) Alberto Lattuada

ÉTOILE Peter Del Monte

MAX E JÉRÉMIE DEVONO MORIRE (Max & Jérémie) Claire Devers HD

qUICKLY Alberto Cavallone

SOTTO IL VESTITO NIENTE (Nothing Underneath) Carlo Vanzina HD

SOTTO IL VESTITO NIENTE 2 (Too Beautiful To Die) Dario Piana HD

REWIND Sergio Gobbi

AGENTE SEGRETO 070 - MISSIONE THUNDERBAY (Mission Thunderbay) Burton van Hooven

UN TANGO DALLA RUSSIA Cesare Canevari

dramas
GLI INVISIBILI Pasquale Squitieri

STRINGIMI FORTE PAPÀ (The Last Daddy) Michele M. Tarantini

FICO D’INDIA (Prickly Pears) Steno

FRACCHIA CONTRO DRACULA Neri Parenti HD

FRATELLI D’ITALIA Neri Parenti HD

CASA MIA … CASA MIA … Neri Parenti

OSTINATO DESTINO (Stubborn Fate) Gianfranco Albano

STURMTRUPPEN (Stormtroopers) Salvatore Samperi 

UN POVERO RICCO (Rich and Poor) Pasquale Festa Campanile HD

CHEWINGUM Biagio Proietti HD

PER VIVERE MEGLIO, DIVERTITEVI CON NOI Flavio Mogherini

I MIRACOLONI Francesco Massaro

PRIMA CHE SIA TROPPO PRESTO Enzo De Caro

LE FINTE BIONDE Carlo Vanzina HD

SAXOFONE (Saxophone) Renato Pozzetto

BURRO José María Sánchez

IL VOLATORE DI AqUILONI Renato Pozzetto HD

DA GRANDE Franco Amurri HD

È ARRIVATO MIO FRATELLO F. Castellano & Pipolo HD

I CARABBINIERI Francesco Massaro HD

UN ANGELO A NEW YORK Vinicius Mainardi

AD OVEST DI PAPERINO Alessandro Benvenuti

AMERICANO ROSSO Alessandro D’Alatri

ARRIVANO I MIEI Nini Salerno HD

DIO C’E’ Alfredo Arciero

DOMANI SI BALLA Maurizio Nichetti

CICCIO PERDONA…IO NO Marcello Ciorcilini (aka Frank Reed) HD

FRANCO, CICCIO E IL PIRATA BARBANERA Mario Amendola HD

INDOVINA CHI VIENE A MERENDA Marcello Ciorcilini (aka Frank Reed) HD

musical
RIDERÀ Bruno Corbucci HD

GIURO CHE TI AMO Nino D’Angelo HD

LA RAGAZZA DEL METRò Romano Scandariato HD

bud spencer & terence hill collection
PIÙ FORTE RAGAZZI (All the way boys) Giuseppe Colizzi HD

IO STO CON GLI IPPOPOTAMI (I’m for the hippos) Italo Zingarelli HD

LO CHIAMAVANO TRINITÀ (They call me Trinity) E. B. Clucher HD

CONTINUAVANO A CHIAMARLO TRINITÀ (Trinity is still my name!) E. B. Clucher HD



c’eravamo tanto
amati
[ WE ALL LOVED EACH OTHER SO MUCH ]

directed by ETTORE SCOLA

cast
Vittorio Gassman
Nino Manfredi
Stefania Sandreli
Stefano Satta Flores

festivals & awards
Silver Ribbon 1975
Best Supporting Actor
Best Supporting Actress
Best Screenplay

César 1977
Best Foreign Film

Gianni, Nicola and Antonio become close friends 
in 1944 while fighting together during the WWII. 
They are full of dreams and ideals and want to do 
something meaningful after the war. But at the end 
of the conflict they just return to their usual lives, 
settle down and lose contacts. Then by chance, they 
meet again in the restaurant where they spent their 
last evening together. Feeling betrayed by their own 
ideals, they can’t but bitterly comment on their lives 
and admit that they wanted to change the world, but 
the world changed them instead.

genre Comedy/Drama
Italy | 1974 | 124’ | Italian | HD available

la terrazza
[ THE TERRACE ]

directed by ETTORE SCOLA

cast
Vittorio Gassman
Ugo Tognazzi
Jean Louis Trintignant
Marcello Mastroianni

festivals & awards
Cannes 1995
Best Screenplay
Best Supporting Actress

Silver Ribbon
Best Screenplay
Best Supporting Actress

Expensive wines, tables filled with food, but emp-
tiness inside. The portrait of a group of progressive 
intellectuals on the decline. A bitter-sweet story 
about the behavior of a certain social class, with all 
its still contemporary moods, depressions, kindness 
and manias.

genre Comedy/Drama
Italy | 1980 | 155’ | Italian

award winning films
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la messa È finita
[ MASS IS ENDED ]

directed by NANNI MORETTI

cast
Nanni Moretti
Margarita Lozano

festivals & awards
Silver Bear/Berlin 1986
Special Jury Prize
Nanni Moretti

After ten years, Father Giulio leaves the small island 
where he had his parish to go back to his hometown, 
Rome. When he arrives, though, he finds his new 
church empty and abandoned and his family and 
friends depressed and frustrated and reluctant to 
receive his help.
In his own surreal peculiar way, Moretti point his 
sarcastic yet enraged finger against the false ideals 
and hypocritical behavior that have corrupted mod-
ern life.

genre Comedy/Drama
Italy | 1985 | 92’ | Italian | HD available

bianca
[ BIANCA ]

directed by NANNI MORETTI

cast
Nanni Moretti
Laura Morante

festivals & awards
David di Donatello 1984
Nominations: Best Actor, Best Actress,
Best Screenplay

Eccentric and full of manias, Michele is a young high 
school professor who defines himself as “not used to 
happiness”. He realizes his life is meaningless with-
out a woman by his side but, after a series of fairly 
disastrous experiences, he feels more alone than 
ever. Then, out of the blue, Bianca, the new French 
teacher of the school, arrives and, amongst uncer-
tainties and contradictions, the two begin seeing 
each another. In the meantime a series of homicides 
happens in town and a policer officer suspects Mi-
chele is involved. Bianca will save him supplying an 
alibi at the right moment, but then, everything goes 
wrong again…

genre Comedy
Italy | 1977 | 115’ | Italian | HD available

award winning films

i nuovi mostri
[ VIVA ITALIA! ]

directed by MARIO MONICELLI, DINO RISI, 
ETTORE SCOLA

cast
Vittorio Gassman
Ugo Tognazzi
Alberto Sordi
Ornella Muti

festivals & awards
51st Academy Awards
Nomination Best Foreign Film

A brilliant commedia all’italiana composed of 14 epi-
sodes which portray the evil and meanness of Italian 
middle-class society during the years of lead in the 
70s, directed by and starring the best directors and 
talents of Italian cinema of those years.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1977 | 87’ | Italian | HD available

profumo di donna
[ SCENT OF A WOMAN ]

directed by DINO RISI

cast
Vittorio Gassman
Alessandro Momo
Agostina Belli

festivals & awards
48th Academy Awards
Nom. Best Foreign Film

Cannes 1975
Best Actor

David di Donatello
Best Actor and Best Director

Silver Ribbon
Best Actor

Fausto, a blind Italian army captain, travels from Turin 
to Naples with a young soldier assigned to help him 
out, apparently to meet with an old comrade. Despite 
his blindness, Fausto is full “joie de vivre” and is able 
to “see” everything, in particular he can spot beautiful 
women. He claims he can “smell” them. His attitude 
is, by the way, just a façade. Fausto always carries 
with him a picture of a young girl, a woman who 
would hate to be seen disfigured and helpless by.

genre Comedy/Drama
Italy | 1974 | 103’ | Italian | HD available

award winning films



cercasi gesÙ
[ LOOKING FOR JESUS ]

directed by LUIGI COMENCINI

cast
Maria Schneider
Beppe Grillo
Francisco Rey

festivals & awards
David di Donatello 1982
Best Emerging Actor 

Silver Ribbon 1982
Best Emerging Actor
Best Original Screenplay

Giovanni a penniless hitcher, has been chosen by 
a catholic publishing house to embody Jesus for a 
new publication’s launch. He is entangled with Fran-
cesca not knowing she’s a terrorist. When she finds 
out about his relationship with the catholic church 
establishment, decides to kidnap him demanding a 
ransom to the priests.

genre Comedy/Fantasy
Italy | 1982 | 103’ | Italian | HD available

voltati eugenio
[ EUGENIO ]

directed by LUIGI COMENCINI

cast
Bertrand Blier
Dalila Di Lazzaro
Saverio Marconi

festivals & awards
David di Donatello 1981
Best Original Soundtrack

Hippies Giancarlo and Fernanda meet in 1968, fall 
in love and soon have a baby. But things turn out 
wrong and the couple breaks up not being able to 
handle the responsibility of their kid. Italian Comedy 
maestro Comencini depicts the crisis of the family’s 
institution, showing the “lack of commitment” of a 
modern couple, whose consequences are often paid 
by the children.

genre Comedy/Drama
Italy | 1974 | 103’ | Italian | HD available

award winning films

storia di piera
[ PIERA’S STORY ]

directed by MARCO FERRERI

cast
Marcello Mastroianni
Isabelle Huppert
Hanna Schygulla

festivals & awards
Cannes 1983 
Best Actress 
Hanna Schygulla

The story of a very special relationship, full of sen-
suality and complicity, between a mother (Eugenia) 
and her daughter (Piera). These two extraordinary 
female characters lead the destiny of a family full of 
fears, rather unbalanced, but nevertheless searching 
for infinite love.
Director Marco Ferreri perfectly depicts Piera’s por-
trait, from her childhood to her adulthood, creating, 
in a masterly manner, the personality of this natural-
ly sensual and extremely tender young woman.

genre Drama
Italy/France/Germany | 1992 | 90’ | Italian

l’amore molesto
[ MOLESTED LOVE ]

directed by MARIO MARTONE

cast
Anna Bonaiuto
Angela Luce
Licia Maglietta

festivals & awards
Cannes 1995 Official Competition
Nomination: Best Director

David di Donatello     
Best Director

Silver Ribbon
Best Actress

What happened to Amalia? Who was with her the 
night she died? Her daughter Delia is saddened by 
the news, but not surprised. She considers her moth-
er to be a disgrace even before she hears of the sor-
did circumstances of her death. 
Delia travels home to Naples for the funeral and tries 
to piece together her mother’s recent life. By doing 
so, she starts to confront her childhood memories 
that shaped their family history.
Based on the novel by Elena Ferrante.

genre Thriller/Drama
Italy | 1995 | 104’ | Italian

award winning films
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va’ dove ti porta
il cuore
[ FOLLOW YOUR HEART ]

directed by CRISTINA COMENCINI

cast
Virna Lisi
Margherita Buy
Galatea Ranzi

festivals & awards
Golden Globe 1996
Best Actress

David di Donatello 1996 
Nomination Best Actress 

Nastro d’argento 1997
Best Actress
Nomination Best Supporting Actress

After a disoriented life marked by contradictions, 
ambiguities and family dramas, Olga, a lonely el-
derly woman, relies in a personal diary most of the 
significant events which she was starring in life. A 
very passionate open-hearted confession, a sort of 
self-examination, which helps Olga in finding her 
true identity and the meaning of her life.

genre Drama
Italy/France/Germany | 1996 | 101’
Italian/English  | HD available

award winning films



le cinque giornate
[ THE FIVE DAYS ]

directed by DARIO ARGENTO

cast
Adriano Celentano
Enzo Cerusico
Marilù Tolo

In the chaos of the final days of the Italian revolution 
of 1848, a thief and a baker roam the streets of Milan 
witnessing the historic events, and getting involved 
in the impetuous and violent riots.

genre History Drama
Italy | 1973 | 122’ | Italian/German

scherzo del destino 
in agguato dietro 
l’angolo come un 
brigante da strada
[ A JOKE OF DESTINY, LYING IN WAIT AROUND 
THE CORNER LIKE A BANDIT ]

directed by LINA WERTMULLER

cast
Ugo Tognazzi
Piera Degli Esposti
Renzo Montagnani
Valeria Golino

A damage to his car’s sophisticated and ultra-techno-
logical security system, has trapped the Minister of 
Internal Affairs’ in. The accident happens right in front 
of the villa owned by the opposition party’s member 
De Andreis who immediately offers his help, hoping 
to get something in return. But receiving help from a 
political enemy, could be seen as a scandal, so every-
thing necessary to get the Minister out needs to be 
done in secret…

genre Comedy
Italy | 1983 | 104’ | Italian

maestros

suspiria

directed by DARIO ARGENTO

cast
Jessica Harper
Alida Valli
Stefania Casini
Miguel Bosé
Flavio Bicci
Joan Bennett

Based on the novel “Suspiria de Profundis” by 
Thomas de Quincey, Dario Argento’s film is the first 
chapter of his trilogy of the mothers, also including 
Inferno (1980) and The Third Mother (2007). 
Suzy Banner, an American girl, arrives in Germany 
to join the famous dance academy of Freiburg, but 
on her first night in the new city, something tragic 
happens and her new roommate is brutally killed.
Gradually, she comes to realize that the school 
is the façade for something far more sinister and 
supernatural…

genre Horror
Italy | 1977 | 97’ | Italian/English | HD available

two evil eyes
[ DUE OCCHI DIABOLICI ]

directed by DARIO ARGENTO AND
GEORGE ROMERO

cast
Harvey Keitel
Adrienne Barbeau

Two legendary horror directors adapting the most 
popular horror novelist of the history. Dario Argen-
to and George Romero re-create Edgar Allan Poe’s 
imaginary with their own “auteur” touch.
The Facts in the Case of Mr. Valdemar and The Black 
Cat, two of Poe’s masterpieces, gets “horrific” life 
on the screen with the remarkable performances by 
Harvey Keitel and Adrienne Barbeau. Two shocking 
and disturbing stories that will keep you awake at 
night like the worse of your frightening nightmares!

genre Horror
Italy | 1989 | 120’ | Italian/English | HD available

maestros



la ragazza di trieste 
[ THE GIRL FROM TRIESTE ]

directed by PASqUALE FESTA CAMPANILE

cast
Ornella Muti
Ben Gazzara
Andrea Ferreol

The complicated love story between Dino, a cartoon-
ist, and a mysterious girl named Nicole who seems 
coming out from nowhere…

genre Drama
Italy | 1982 | 85’ or 104’ | Italian

il banchetto di 
platone
[ THE BANqUET 

directed by MARCO FERRERI

cast
Irene Papas
Philippe Leotard
Lucas Belvaux

Jean Benguigui
Jean-Pierre Kalfon

Agatone’s house is the setting of the famous Sym-
posium written by Platone, in which several philos-
ophers and intellectuals meet to discuss about love 
and passion.

genre Drama/Comedy
Italy/France | 1988 | 80’ | French

maestros

J’embrasse pas
[ I DON’T KISS ]

directed by ANDRÉ TÉCHINÉ

cast
Philippe Noiret
Emmanuelle Beart
Manuel Blanc

Twenty years old Pierre leaves his native town in 
southern France to discover Paris and fulfill his child-
hood dream of becoming an actor. Idealistic and 
naïve, he hopes to break away from his restrictive 
provincial life but, being too inexperienced, he drops 
into the harsh reality of Paris in the nineties.
Soon he gives up his acting ambitions, falls for a 
prostitute, then loses the only humiliating job he 
could find and ends up broke and with no place to go.
Téchiné reveals a grim and melancholic portrait of a 
young man, his loss of innocence and his failure in 
searching the meaning in his life. 

genre Drama
Italy/France | 1991 | 115’ | French

la visione del sabba
[ THE SABBATH ]

directed by MARCO BELLOCCHIO

cast
Beatrice Dalle
Daniel Ezralow

David, a psychiatrist, has to deliver an opinion about 
Maddalena, a young and mysterious woman who’s 
on trial for murder. It’s thought that she’s crazy be-
cause she claims to be born in 1630 and to be a 
witch. After his first meeting with her, David aban-
dons himself to the hallucinating fantasy of the girl.

genre Drama
Italy/France | 1987 | 95’ | Italian

maestros



zoom su fellini 

directed by GIANFRANCO ANGELUCCI

cast
Federico Fellini
Oreste Del Buono

A prestigious documentary, about Federico Fellini. A 
journey through his filmography, with the actors who 
played in his movies talking about their roles, and 
their relationship with the director. Fellini in person 
comments on some scenes from “Amarcord”, “Casa-
nova” and “Le Notti di Cabiria”.

genre Documentary
Italy | 1984 | 4x50’ | Italian

maestros

come sono buoni
i bianchi
[ HOW GOOD THE WHITES ARE ]

directed by MARCO FERRERI

cast
Michele Placido
Michel Piccoli
Marushka Detmers
Juan Diego

A team sent in the African desert by an aid com-
pany, stumbles into a tribe of hostile natives who 
kills almost all the travelers and plans to eat the 
survivors. In his parable about racism and anti-rac-
ism, director Marco Ferreri expresses all his ironic 
and sly sarcasm.

genre Drama
Italy/France | 1991 | 115’ | French | HD available

il futuro È donna
[ THE FUTURE IS WOMAN ]

directed by MARCO FERRERI

cast
Ornella Muti
Hanna Schygulla
Nils Aerstrup

Anna saves Malvina from being harassed in a dis-
co, offering her to spend the night at her house 
where she lives with her partner. Even if Malvina’s 
presence begins to be annoying, they decide to 
keep her with them because of a mutual seducing 
attraction.

genre Drama
Italy/France/Germany | 1984 | 90’ | Italian
HD available

maestros



ecco noi per esempio

directed by SERGIO CORBUCCI

cast
Adriano Celentano
Renato Pozzetto
Barbara Bach

The Poet Palmambrogio Guanziroli has his wallet 
stolen mere moments after arriving in Milan. When 
he manages to find the pickpocket, a photographer 
nicknamed ‘Click’, Palmambrogio decides to stick 
with him anywhere he goes until he either gets his 
money back or his poetry published.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1977 | 111’ | Italian

questo e quello
[ THIS AND THAT ]

directed by SERGIO CORBUCCI

cast
Renato Pozzetto
Nino Manfredi
Janet Agren

Film composed of two episodes about the two 
sides of love, the romantic one and the “wild” 
one, showing the typical Italian vices and virtues 
on the subject.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1983 | 115’ | Italian | HD available

italian comedies
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fratelli d’italia  

directed by NERI PARENTI

cast
Christian De Sica
Sabrina Salerno
Jerry Calà
Massimo Boldi

Film composed of three episodes set in Rome and in-
spired by Italian love for football and women. Played 
by the most popular Italian comedy talents of late 
90s.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1989 | 84’ | Italian | HD available

casa mia… casa mia…

directed by  NERI PARENTI

cast
Renato Pozzetto
Athina Cenci
Paola Onofri

A jewelry salesman moves from Milan to Rome 
where he finds an apartment that seems to be 
owned by a noblewoman who is actually swindling 
him. Become homeless, the peaceful man is forced 
to be an even more aggressive swindler to assert his 
rights in his new entourage. 

genre Comedy
Italy | 1988 | 90’ | Italian

italian comedies

fico d’india
[ PRICKLY PEARS ]

directed by STENO

cast
Gloria Guida
Renato Pozzetto
Aldo Maccione 

Lorenzo is the mayor of a small town in the north 
of Italy. He discovers Ghigo, a well-known playboy, 
with his beautiful wife and threaten the two with a 
gun, causing him a heart attack. Lorenzo helps him 
anyway to get a cure but the guy needs to rest to 
recover and decides to settle down in the mayor’s 
house, or he will tell to the whole city about the la-
dy’s infidelity.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1980 | 98’ | Italian

fracchia contro 
dracula
directed by NERI PARENTI

cast
Paolo Villaggio
Paola Ferrari
Edmund Purdom

A funny Italian Dracula’s parody.
The only chance, a sloppy real estate agent has to 
avoid to get fired, is to sell an “infamous” castle in 
Transilvania to an almost blind buyer.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1985 | 90’ | Italian | HD available

italian comedies



un povero ricco
[ RICH AND POOR ]

directed by PASqUALE FESTA CAMPANILE

cast
Renato Pozzetto
Ornella Muti

Eugenio, a rich industrialist from Milan, is obsessed 
by the idea of becoming poor. So, his psychiatrist 
suggests him to leave home and try to live just like a 
poor man for some days…

genre Comedy
Italy | 1983 | 92’ | Italian | HD available

chewingum

directed by BIAGIO PROIETTI

cast
Isabella Ferrari
Massimo Ciavarro
Mara Venier

ferstivals & awards
Venice 1984
“De Sica” Section
Emerging Talents

“Chewingum” is a bar’s name placed in front of the 
Colosseum, where a group of teens, that are pre-
paring their high school graduation exam, loves to 
spend the afternoon. Teenage comedy made spicy by 
provocative teachers and silly bets, leading up to the 
students’ finals.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1984 | 103’ | Italian | HD available

italian comedies

ostinato destino
[ STUBBORN FATE ]

directed by GIANFRANCO ALBANO

cast
Monica Bellucci
Alessandro Gassman
Angela Finocchiaro

Marcello, a lazy do-nothing, Lucrezia, a bossy TV pro-
ducer, and Cesare, a homosexual and malicious sociol-
ogist, have a wealthy mother, who dies leaving all her 
inheritance to the one of her 3 children who is going 
to get married. Marcello marries Marina, a dangerous 
killer, who becomes his wife and suddenly gets preg-
nant. Lucrezia and Cesare, furious, organize a plan to 
get rid of the first-born, in order to split the loot.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1992 | 108’ | Italian

sturmtruppen 
[ STORMTROOPERS ]

directed by SALVATORE SAMPERI

cast
Renato Pozzetto
Lino Toffolo
Cochi Ponzoni
Corinne Clery

Inspired by Francesco Bonvicini’s (aka Bonvi) comic 
strips with the same title, “Sturmtruppen”, is a satire 
of the militarism (especially of the German one), of 
the middle class, of the war and even of the church.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1976 | 110’ | Italian

italian comedies



prima che sia
troppo presto
directed by PASqUALE FESTA CAMPANILE

cast
Enzo De Caro
Dalila Di Lazzaro
Vittorio Caprioli

Naples, 1980. In a city devastated by a terrible earth-
quake, a young man of good will finds a job in the 
town hall dedicating himself to the elderly care. He 
also organizes an occupancy of the local NATO base 
to claim a promised subsidy and he even gets the 
favor of a pretty female officer.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1981 | 95’ | Italian

le finte bionde 

directed by CARLO VANZINA

cast
Cinzia Bonfantini
Massimo Wertmüller
Alessandra Casella

The stories of 30 female characters, all with in 
common the attention to their appearance and to 
fashion trends as stressed out by tv commercials 
in order to show everybody how high is their so-
cial status.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1988 | 92’ | Italian | HD available

italian comedies

per vivere meglio, 
divertitevi con noi
directed by FLAVIO MOGHERINI

cast
Monica Vitti
Renato Pozzetto
Johnny Dorelli
Catherine Spaak

Film composed of three ironic episodes about sex, 
infidelity and Italian tendency to swindle.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1978 | 115’ | Italian

i miracoloni

directed by FRANCESCO MASSARO

cast
Nadia Cassini
Mauro Di Francesco
Victor Cavallo
Bombolo

In a Roman suburb the new Messiah has arrived. Ac-
tually, it is just Giosuè, a working-class man endowed 
with extraordinary powers. He is surrounded by his 
friends that behave like the evangelical characters, 
and also by several profiteers, until the intervention 
from Heaven puts an end to this chaos.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1981 | 90’ | Italian

italian comedies



il volatore di aquiloni

directed by RENATO POZZETTO

cast
Renato Pozzetto
Massimo Boldi

A man who lives in the mountains wants strongly to 
see the sea and, despite his mother’s pleas, he un-
dertakes a long journey with his hang-glider, landing 
on Milan.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1987 | 84’ | Italian | HD available

da grande 

directed by FRANCO AMURRI

cast
Renato Pozzetto
Giulia Boschi
Ottavia Piccolo
Alessandro Haber 

Marco is an 8 years old child neglected by his par-
ents and in love with his teacher. His biggest dream 
is of becoming an adult and make her fall in love with 
him. One morning he wakes up and his desire has 
suddenly become real... 

genre Comedy
Italy | 1987 | 90’ | Italian | HD available

italian comedies

saxofone

directed by RENATO POZZETTO

cast
Renato Pozzetto
Mariangela Melato
Diego Abatantuono

A young busker goes around in Milan with his sax-
ophone, whereby he always plays the same tune, 
experiencing surrealistic adventures throughout 
the city. Meanwhile, a wealthy woman from the 
local jet-set falls in love with him.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1978 | 89’ | Italian

burro

directed by JOSÉ MARíA SáNCHEZ

cast
Renato Pozzetto
Elena Sofia Ricci
Margherita Lozano

Burro is a childish man who works in a cinema sell-
ing candies. Watching films everyday makes him 
fall in love with an actress he saw on the screen, 
a crush that makes him see her in every woman 
he meets.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1989 | 90’ | Italian

italian comedies



un angelo a new yorK
[ NEW YORK CROSSING ]

directed by VINICIUS MAINARDI

cast
Giancarlo Giannini
Tina Majorino
Karen Black
Deborah Jolly

Enzo decides to spend Christmas in New York with 
his son Antonio and his family, his wife Gloria and 
their daughter Laura. Things are not going well be-
tween Gloria and Antonio, but Enzo doesn’t know 
and also, has no time to realize it because, during 
the first day in the city, he witness with Laura to the 
sudden death of a man impersonating Santa Claus in 
the street. But is this Santa Claus really dead or is he 
somehow special and magical? 

genre Comedy
Italy | 1996 | 90’ | Italian/English

ad ovest di paperino
[ WEST OF PAPERINO ]

directed by ALESSANDRO BENVENUTI

cast
Alessandro Benvenuti
Francesco Nuti
Athina Cenci

Marta, a lonely painter, meets by chance Augusto 
and Antonio in Florence. She takes them with her 
to wander around aimlessly for a whole day, living 
together a sequence of absurd and comic adventures 
in the fascinating streets of the city.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1981 | 90’ | Italian | HD available

italian comedies

È arrivato mio 
fratello

directed by F. CASTELLANO & PIPOLO

cast
Renato Pozzetto
Claire Mc Donald
Pamela Prati

Ovidio, a bored professor, leads a quiet life which is 
turned upside down by the arrival of his twin Raf, a 
trashy singer and incurable bully. 

genre Comedy
Italy | 1985 | 90’ | Italian | HD available

i carabbinieri

directed by FRANCESCO MASSARO

cast
Diego Abatantuono
Andy Luotto
Leo Gullotta
Renzo Montagnani
Bombolo

A general of Italian Carabinieri asks an extremely 
innovative computer to put together a specialized 
team for a secret investigation. Unfortunately, the 
result is an idiots’ platoon, who anyway, unexpect-
edly manages to shed light on the case.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1981 | 90’ | Italian | HD available

italian comedies



dio c’e’
[ GOD EXISTS ]

directed by ALFREDO ARCIERO

cast
Riccardo Rossi
Chiara Noschese
Daniele Formica

Emilio is one of those lazy thirty-something young 
men seeking his place in the world and waiting 
for something big to happen in his life. But nothing 
happens if you don’t get the ball rolling, and Emilio  
doesn’t seem very proactive! So Emilio’s days are a 
continuous struggle with his future wife Chiara, and 
his capricious and judgmental mother-in-law. 

genre Comedy
Italy | 1998 | 91’ | Italian | HD available

domani si balla
[ TOMORROW WE DANCE ]

directed by MAURIZIO NICHETTI

cast
Maurizio Nichetti
Mariangela Melato

Aliens from another planet send a hypnotic signal 
through a TV channel making people dancing up to 
make them forget their fears. The TV station doesn’t 
like the idea and try to stop the signal so they can 
take back the control over people.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1982 | 102’ | Italian | HD available

italian comedies

americano rosso
[ RED AMERICAN ]

directed by ALESSANDRO D’ALATRI

cast
Fabrizio Bentivoglio
Burt Young
Sabrina Ferilli
Valeria Milillo

Veneto, 1935. Vittorio works in his uncle’s dating 
agency. In a hot summer day, a naive American man 
knocks at his door looking for an Italian wife. Vittorio 
decides to fool him and take advantage of his money 
to spend a luxury summer vacation with the excuse 
of a scrupulous research for the right girl. But the 
American isn’t that unwary as he seems to be…

genre Comedy
Italy | 1991 | 98’ | Italian | HD available

arrivano i miei
[ MY FAMILY IS COMING ]

directed by NINI SALERNO

cast
Nini Salerno
Sydne Rome
Diego Abbatantuono 

A hilarious comedy from the eighties with an un-
believably dysfunctional family as protagonist. It 
all starts when the mother wins a TV quiz show 
and the prize is a weekend with a famous pop 
singer. In the two busy days all the family mem-
bers will show their worst! 

genre Comedy
Italy | 1982 | 90’ | Italian | HD available

italian comedies



indovina chi viene
a merenda
directed by MARCELLO CIORCILINI
(AKA FRANK REED)

cast
Franco Franchi
Ciccio Ingrassia
Mimmo Palmara
Giacomo Rossi Stuart

1943. The war is raging in Sicily. Franco and Ciccio, 
two shepherds, hide themselves. But, one night, two 
Yankees paratroopers steal their clothes, forcing 
them to wear American uniforms. Our heroes are 
caught soon by the Nazis and are immediately sent 
to Germany.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1969 | 93’ | Italian

franco, ciccio e il
pirata barbanera
directed by MARIO AMENDOLA

cast
Franco Franchi
Ciccio Ingrassia
Fernando Sancho
Mimmo Palmara

John, an old pirate, recognizes in Franco his disap-
peared son. The guy, who owns the map of a buried 
treasure, is chased by the cruel Blackbeard who 
wants to put his hands on that. John then gives the 
map to Franco, who, along with the false captain 
Ciccio, organizes a crew to find the treasure, but 
for the mission, ends up to hire, without knowing 
it, Blackbeard.  

genre Comedy
Italy | 1969 | 97’ | Italian

italian comedies

l’uomo della fortuna
[ THE FORTUNE MAN ]

directed by SILVIA SARACENO

cast
Burt Young
Sergio Assisi
Enzo Cannavale
Elena Russo

Every morning, in a working class neighborhood of 
Naples, Antonio interprets the dreams of the many 
customers of the lottery office where he works. One 
night he saves a mysterious old man’s life, who gives 
him as a jest of gratitude, 5 numbers to play. Antonio 
decides to bet on the numbers on behalf of an unem-
ployed friend, but he ends up winning the jackpot…

genre Comedy
Italy | 2000 | 95’ | Italian | HD available

ciccio perdona…io no
[ CICCIO FORGIVES, I DON’T! ]

directed by MARCELLO CIORCILINI
(AKA FRANK REED)

cast
Franco Franchi
Ciccio Ingrassia
Adriano Micantoni
Mario Maranzana

Franco and Ciccio, two horse thieves, steal the 
golden chariot of which the terrible outlaw El 
Diablo took possession. After many adventures, 
they’ll success in gettting the bounty put on the 
the outlaw’s life, giving back the chariot to its 
rightful owner: the Army.

genre Comedy / Western
Italy | 1968 | 100’ | Italian

italian comedies



riderà - cuore  matto

directed by BRUNO CORBUCCI

cast
Little Tony
Marisa Solinas
Ferruccio Amendola
Lucio Flauto

Tony Martelli, a butcher’s son blessed with a beauti-
ful voice, while pretending to study with his family, 
tries to realize his dream: becoming a famous singer. 
He gets his livelihood doing the mechanic as well as 
the race driver, but his passion remains singing in the 
nightclubs of Rome!

genre Musical
Italy | 1967 | 91’ | Italian

giuro che ti amo
[ I SWEAR THAT I LOVE YOU ]

directed by NINO D’ANGELO

cast
Nino D’Angelo
Roberta Olivieri
Gabriele Tinti
Bombolo

Nino Esposito, a Neapolitan small scoundrel, re-
ceives a fishing boat as a gift from Don Vito, a 
Camorra boss. Don Vito by the way, makes a request 
to Nino, he should intimidate the fishermen of the 
area to create a free access zone to the shady deal-
ings of the boss. But Nino is in love with Maruzzella 
the daughter of the fishermen union’s representative, 
and decides to fight Don Vito and earn the girl’s love.

genre Comedy/Musical
Italy | 1986 | 91’ | Italian

musicals
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la ragazza del metro’
[ THE METRO GIRL ]

directed by ROMANO SCANDARIATO

cast
Nino D’Angelo
Roberta Olivieri
Ninetto Davoli

Nino, a broke piano player, one day meets Valentina 
on the subway. The two fall in love, but Valentina 
prefers to hide him of his wealthy and rich family. 
Against them, also is Andrew, Valentina’s ex-boy-
friend, who is very interested in Valentina’s heritage 
and will try anything to ruin her new relationship.

genre Comedy Musical
Italy | 1988 | 94’ | Italian

musicals



lo chiamavano trinità
[ THEY CALL ME TRINITY ]

directed by E.B. CLUCHER

cast
Terence Hill
Bud Spencer
Gisela Hahn
Steffen Zacharias
Dan Sturkie
Elena Pedemonte

The gunfighter Trinità arrives in town and finds out 
that his rascal brother, Bambino, has incredibly be-
come the sheriff in charge. Soon Bambino reveals to 
his brother to have killed the real sheriff and stolen 
his star to hide himself. While waiting for his com-
panions to run away to California, Bambino sets up 
a plan against the rich local baron, Harriman, who is 
trying to get rid of the Mormon settlers in a valley he 
wishes to own. Bambino’s attempts to involve Trinità 
fail, but, since he falls in love with a Mormon girl, 
he finally decides to protect the Mormon community 
from Harriman.

genre Comedy - Western
Italy | 1970 | 117’ | Italian / English | HD available

continuavano a
chiamarlo trinità
directed by E.B. CLUCHER

cast
Terence Hill
Bud Spencer
Yanti Somer
Enzo Fiermonte
Adriano Marcantoni
Furio Meniconi

The two rascal brothers, trying to keep a promise 
made to their dying father, stick together to become 
successful outlaws finally! But nothing to be done: 
their good nature spoils everything! When they get 
to Tascosa and bump into José, apparently a gentle-
men but actually the boss of a group of smugglers, 
their temptation to put an end to crimes emerges 
once again.

genre Comedy - Western
Italy | 1971 | 128’ | Italian / English | HD available

bud spencer & terence hill

piÙ forte ragazzi
[ ALL THE WAY BOYS ]

directed by GIUSEPPE COLIZZI

cast
Terence Hill
Bud Spencer
Reinhard Kolldehoff
Ferdinando Murolo

Plata and Salud are pilots ditching aircraft for insur-
ance money. They wind up crashing for real in the 
Amazon Forest where, after having met Mr. Ears, a 
local boss who trades diamonds, decide to jump in 
the diamonds’ business, giving the boss competi-
tion. Unexpectedly they inherit the ownership of an 
extraordinary gems’mine. Plata and Salud, trying to 
demonstrate their ownership, end up in jail. Once es-
caped from the prison and still completely disagree 
about how to get legally that property, they begin to 
fight in the middle of the desert.

genre Comedy - Action - Adventure
Italy | 1972 | 122’ or 90’ | Italian | HD available

io sto con
gli ippopotami
[ I’M FOR THE HIPPOPOTAMUS ]

directed by ITALO ZINGARELLI

cast
Terence Hill
Bud Spencer
Joe Bugner
May Dlamini

Both raised by a native African woman, Tom and Slim 
love and protect the wildlife of Swaziland. They buy 
a new bus and live organizing non-violent safaris, 
till they find out that Jack Ormond, a powerful and 
rich local gangster, trades animals and ivory. Fighting 
against him in order to free the animals becomes the 
only reason of their life!

genre Comedy - Action - Adventure
Italy | 1979 | 104’ | Italian / English | HD available

bud spencer & terence hill



odio per odio
[ HATE FOR HATE ]

directed by DOMENICO PAOLELLA

cast
Antonio Sabato
John Ireland
Piero Vida
Nadia Marconi

After being captured during a bank robbery, a cow-
boy is sent to a prison located in a swamp, while 
his partner manages to escape. He soon breaks out 
and, with the help of a Mexican guy, sets out to 
track down his accomplice, and get back his part 
of the money.

genre Western
Italy / Spain | 1967 | 117’ | Italian

panama sugar

directed by MARCELLO AVALLONE

cast
Scott Plank
Oliver Reed
Lucrezia Lante Della Rovere

An American gangster wants to take advantage of 
an unspoiled island in order to build a resort for the 
tourist. Panama Sugar is the only one to stand oppo-
site this project, but that’s enough to keep the boss 
away from his urbanization plans.

genre Adventure
Italy | 1990 | 110’ | Italian

western & adventure
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cosÌ fan tutte
[ ALL LADIES DO IT ]

directed by TINTO BRASS

cast
Claudia Koll
Franco Branciaroli
Paolo Lanza

A classic among Italian erotic comedies. Diana is 
happily married to Paolo, but due to her wild passion 
for sex, she regularly winds up in short lived erotic 
adventures. She doesn’t hide from Paolo, on the con-
trary, she tells him everything she does, in order to 
add fresh impulses in their own sex life.

genre Erotic
Italy / USA | 1992 | 90’ or 120’ | Italian

la bonne
[ THE CORRUPTION ]

directed by SALVATORE SAMPERI

cast
Florence Guérin
Kathrin Michelsen
Cyrus Elias

Anna is the beautiful and neglected wife of Giaco-
mo, a very busy lawyer also engaged in local politics. 
When she meets Angela, a naughty maid, an ambig-
uous and spicy relationship begins, leading to more 
and more perverse erotic games.

genre Erotic
Italy / France | 1985 | 85’ | French | HD available

soft erotics & sexy comedies

true colours classics catalogue
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per amare ofelia
[ TO LOVE OPHELIA ]

directed by FLAVIO MOGHERINI

cast
Renato Pozzetto
Giovanna Ralli
Françoise Fabian

Orlando, an advertising manager, has a such turbid 
attachment to his mother to be sexually inhibited 
towards any other woman. By chance he meets Oph-
elia, a prostitute who has started up a laundry to-
gether with her own retained. Ophelia wants to heal 
Orlando from his block.

genre Comedy
Italy | 1974 | 107’ | Italian | HD available

profumo
[ BIZARRE ] 

directed by GIULIANA GAMBA

cast
Florence Guérin
Luciano Bartoli

Lorenza and Guido’s marriage revolves around differ-
ent kinds of sexual games. When she’s finally had 
enough, she moves to their beach house and gets 
involved with an androgynous gardener. But getting 
away from Guido’s control it’s impossible. To be free, 
she’s obliged to kill him.

genre Erotic
Italy | 1986 | 95’ | Italian | HD available

soft erotics & sexy comedies

la patata bollente
[ HOT POTATO ]

directed by STENO

cast
Massimo Ranieri
Renato Pozzetto
Edwige Fenech 

festivals & awards
Chicago International Film Festival 1980
Best Feature Competition

Bernardo, a worker and trade unionist, respected 
for his tough attitude and for fighting for workers’ 
rights, starts losing credibility when his friends and 
co-workers see him helping Claudio, a young gay 
man. To stop the rumors, Bernardo’s girlfriend de-
cides to marry him. 

genre Comedy
Italy | 1979 | 96’ | Italian | HD available

love dream
[ PRICELESS BEAUTY ]

directed by CHARLES FINCH

cast
Diane Lane
Christopher Lambert
Francesco Quinn

A famous rock-star, shocked and depressed for his 
brother’s death, decides not to sing anymore and to 
retire on a desert island. One day he finds an ampho-
ra from which a female genius, ready to make come 
true all his desires, comes out and tries to help him 
live again.

genre Romantic / Fantasy / Drama
Italy | 1987 | 90’ | Italian / English

soft erotics & sexy comedies



w la foca

directed by NANDO CICERO

cast
Lory Del Santo
Michela Miti
Riccardo Billi
Bombolo 

festivals & awards
Venice 2004
“B-movies” Retrospective 

A must-see among Italian sexy comedies. Among a 
never-ending game of misunderstandings, couple’s 
exchange, sexual seductions and trivial jokes, this 
joke-plot film, tells the story of Andrea, a beautiful 
girl who moves from the north of Italy to Rome 
looking for a new job. 

genre Comedy
Italy | 1982 | 90’ | Italian | HD available

alla ricerca del
piacere
[ AMUCK! ] 

directed by SILVIO AMADIO

cast
Barbara Bouchet
Farley Granger
Petar Martinovic
Dino Mele

Greta is hired as personal assistant by Richard, a 
famous writer, who asks her to move in his house in 
Venice. She finds herself in a fascinating ambiguous 
and promiscuous atmosphere, until she finds traces 
of the mysterious disappearance of Richard’s friend 
who used to live in the house before her. Besides 
Detective Antonelli’s warnings to keep herself out of 
the case, Greta remains in the house to help unveil-
ing the sordid mystery.

genre Thriller/Erotic
Italy | 1972 | 98’ | Italian

soft erotics & sexy comedies

desideria - la vita
interiore
[ DESIRE, THE INTERIOR LIFE ]

directed by GIANNI BARCELLONI

cast
Stefania Sandrelli
Lara Wendel
Vittorio Mezzogiorno

festivals & awards
Chicago International Film Festival 1980
Best Feature Competition

An overweight teenage girl, biological daughter of a 
prostitute, is grown up by a rich and bourgeois lady. 
Not accepting her way of life, the girl rebels to the 
step-mother and decides to join a terroristic organi-
zation, until she realizes to have made a mistake…

genre Drama/Erotic
Italy | 1980 | 104’ | Italian | HD available

difendimi dalla notte

directed by CLAUDIO FRAGASSO

cast
Susanna Forgione
Jean-Pierre Aumont 

festivals & awards
San Sebástian 1985
Official Competition

Annecy Cinéma Italien 1985
Official Competition

Angelo, a missionary who wants to break away from 
church life, decides to come back to Rome after 12 
years. Once arrived home he feels an uncontrollable 
erotic impulse toward his sister. In the meantime the 
town is shocked by murderous events…

genre Drama/Erotic
Italy | 1985 | 90’ | Italian / English

soft erotics & sexy comedies



la stagione dei sensi
[ SEASON OF THE SENSES ]

directed by MASSIMO FRANCIOSA

cast
Udo Kier
Laura Belli
Edda Di Benedetto
Eva Thulin

The summer is turning to an end, while a group of 
six friends (four girls and two guys) decide to go for 
a boat trip. They run out of gasoline during the night 
and take shelter in an old castle located on a lonely 
island. In the manor lives Luca, a skittish man, who 
avoids the group. Once found some gasoline the 
boys leave the island while the girls, charmed by 
Luca, decide to stay in the manor, starting a kind of 
challenge in order to seduce him…but Luca hides a 
dangerous secret…

genre Erotic
Italy/Germany | 1969 | 94’ | Italian

prostituta al servizio 
del pubblico ed in 
regola con le leggi 
dello stato
directed by ITALO ZINGARELLI

cast
Giovanna Ralli
Giancarlo Giannini
Jean-Marc Bory
Denise Bataille

Oslavia is a hooker, mother of two children, in contin-
uous search of a decent life.
She leaves her abusing husband for a young boxer, 
who unfortunately ends up in jail for getting into 
a fight trying to protect her from some pimps. She 
meets then a Frenchman who seems to be the right 
one, but he reveals himself much worse than expect-
ed. Would Oslavia be able to change her life or will 
she be forced to go back to the sidewalk...?

genre Comedy / Drama / Erotic
Italy / France | 1970 | 94’ | Italian

soft erotics & sexy comedies

mondo porno oggi

directed by GIORGIO MARIUZZO
(AKA GEORGE MCROOTS)

Documentary about the sexual eccentricity in the 
seventies. Among the episodes are: The whip club; 
Sex’s restaurant; House Porn Show; The Girl and 
the Panther; The Beauty and The Beast; Women 
and Animals; The Libido; The Electric Doll; Living 
Show; The Eroticism in the Art; The Body Painting; 
Sex Hotel and many more...

genre Documentary/Erotic
Italy | 1976 | 90’ | Italian

la rivoluzione
sessuale
[ THE SEXUAL REVOLUTION ]

directed by RICCARDO GHIONE

cast
Laura Antonelli
Riccardo Cucciolla
Ruggero Miti
Marisa Mantovani 

Professor Emilio Missiroli wants to demonstrate that 
only breaking the taboos around sexual life, men will 
get free from his existential sufferings. Therefore, he 
convinces 7 couples to reunite in a hotel and per-
suades them to meet a different partner every night, 
careless about their feelings.

genre Erotic
Italy | 1968 | 92’ | Italian

soft erotics & sexy comedies



colpi di luce
[ LIGHT BLAST ]

directed by SERGIO CORBUCCI

cast
Marcello Mastroianni
Michel Piccoli
Ornella Muti
Renato Pozzetto

A former teacher of mandolin, now a busker, has 
a father who squanders all his small earnings to 
gambling and involves him in three mysterious 
homicides. After many troubles, he will manage to 
find the murderers and to gain a lot of money. 

genre Thriller
Italy | 1979 | 114’ | Italian

giallo napoletano
[ NEAPOLITAN MYSTERY ]

directed by GIULIANA GAMBA

cast
Florence Guérin
Luciano Bartoli

Lorenza and Guido’s marriage revolves around differ-
ent kinds of sexual games. When she’s finally had 
enough, she moves to their beach house and gets 
involved with an androgynous gardener. But getting 
away from Guido’s control it’s impossible. To be free, 
she’s obliged to kill him.

genre Erotic
Italy | 1986 | 95’ | Italian | HD available

italian poliziottesco & thrillers
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max e JÉrÉmie
devono morire 
directed by CLAIRE DEVERS

cast
Christopher Lambert
Philippe Noiret
Jean-Pierre Marielle
Karin Viard

Max is now a retired criminal and lives a simple life. 
Everything changes when he meets Jérémie, a rude 
and arrogant young man. Max doesn’t know it, but 
Jérémie has been hired to kill him because of the 
too many secrets he has collected during his career...

genre Thriller
Italy/France | 1992 | 110’ | Italian | HD available

quicKly

directed by ALBERTO CAVALLONE

cast
Anthony Vernon
Beryl Cunningham
Jane Avril

After a robbery, a female thief runs away, leaving 
her accomplices with the key to safe the deposit box 
containing the loot. Thus, a thief hunt begins and it 
becomes very difficult to get back the money. 

genre Adventure/Crime/Drama
Italy | 1971 | 97’ | Italian

italian poliziottesco & thrillers

una spina nel cuore
[ A THORN IN THE HEART ]

directed by ALBERTO LATTUADA

cast
Anthony Delon
Sophie Duez
Gastone Moschin

Guido, a young idler with a gambling problem, falls 
in love with a mysterious girl, Caterina. A torrid 
affair follows thereafter. When Caterina leaves him, 
Guido investigates her past and learns about all her 
previous lovers...

genre Thriller
Italy | 1986 | 89’ | Italian

Étoile

directed by PETER DEL MONTE

cast
Jennifer Connelly
Charles Durning
Laurent Terzieff

An American dancer flies to Budapest to join a re-
nowned dance academy. She doesn’t know that 100 
years earlier a famous dancer from the same acad-
emy died in a mysterious accident on the eve of the 
Swan Lake première... 

genre Fantasy/Drama
Italy | 1988 | 92’ or 104’ | Italian / English

italian poliziottesco & thrillers



rewind
[ THE LAST SECRET ]

directed by SERGIO GOBBI

cast
Raul Bova
Luca Zingaretti

Mansart, a former terrorist now in prison, is asked by 
the authorities to help them understanding the new 
wave of terrorism across Europe. He accepts the 
proposal and, with the support of the psychologist 
Detmers, starts to explore the rage and pain of his 
own past to understand the motivations behind the 
cruel actions of the new criminal groups.

genre Sci-fi/Thriller
Italy / France | 1998 | 92’ | Italian | HD available

agente segreto 070 
missione thunderbay
[ MISSION THUNDERBAY ]

directed by BURTON VAN HOOVEN

cast
Dan Christian
Roberto Messina
Vasna Welsh

Special agent 070 Charles Duff is back in service. 
This time in a parody of James Bond’s “Thunderball”.

genre Action
Italy / Germany | 1966 | 80’ | Italian

italian poliziottesco & thrillers

sotto il vestito niente
[ NOTHING UNDERNEATH ]

directed by CARLO VANZINA

cast
Renée Simonsen
Tom Schanley
Nicola Perrig

Milan. A serial killer is hanging around the fashion 
world, killing top models with scissors. A Yellow-
stone park ranger, from Usa, arrives in the city to 
protect his twin who seems vanished. Soon the killer 
will look for him too...

genre Thriller
Italy | 1985 | 99’ | Italian | HD available

sotto il vestito niente 2
[ TOO BEAUTIFUL TO DIE ]

directed by DARIO PIANA

cast
François-Eric Gendron
Florence Guérin
Gioia Scola
Randy Ingerman

Sylvia, a beautiful model, is raped and then killed by 
a powerful businessman with the complicity of some 
of her colleagues and their manager. Soon after, the 
other people who took part in the rape mysteriously 
die. Suspicions fall on Melanie, the new girl replac-
ing Sylvia.

genre Thriller
Italy | 1988 | 95’ | Italian | HD available

italian poliziottesco & thrillers
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un tango dalla russia 

directed by CESARE CANEVARI

cast
Dan Christian
Britt Semand
Seyna Seyn

A mad scientist, who can transfer his personality 
in different bodies, is organizing a plan to destroy 
the humankind and to repopulate the Earth with 
a superior race, faithful just to his orders. Secret 
agents from all over the world join forces to find 
and stop him.

genre Action/Sci-Fi
Italy | 1965 | 80’ | Italian

italian poliziottesco & thrillers



notes

gli invisibili

directed by PASqUALE SqUITIERI

cast
Alfredo Rotella
Giulia Fossà
Victor Cavallo
Igor Zalewsky

festivals & awards
Venice 1988
New Cinema Award

Sirio, a factory worker, leaves his job to join an ex-
treme leftist protest movement. Apparently involved 
in several terrorist actions, he ends up in a maximum 
security prison, where he gets brain-washed by an 
eccentric co-convicted who is the leader of the leftist 
armed struggle.

genre Drama
Italy | 1988 | 99’ | Italian

stringimi forte papà
[ THE LAST DADDY ]

directed by MICHELE M. TARANTINI

cast
Martine Brochard
Craig Hill

festivals & awards
Giffoni Film Festival 1978
Golden Grifon

The touching story of an acrobat’s son, who dies 
during a dangerous performance in a circus. While 
the boy dreams of emulating his father, his mother 
grows fond of a skilled trapeze artist. The boy, jeal-
ous, becomes hostile to the newcomer, who however 
manages in getting his affection.

genre Drama/Family
Italy | 1978 | 93’ | Italian

dramas
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